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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is true about where an API policy is defined in Anypoint
Platform and how it is then applied to API instances?
A. The API policy Is defined In Runtime Manager as part of the
API deployment to a Mule runtime, and then ONLY applied to the
specific API Instance
B. The API policy Is defined in API Manager and then

automatically applied to ALL API instances
C. The API policy is defined in API Manager, and then applied
to ALL API instances in the specified environment
D. The API policy Is defined In API Manager for a specific API
Instance, and then ONLY applied to the specific API instance
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have installed and configured a Modular Messaging (MM) 3.1
for Exchange system. A RightFax server exists at your customer
site and the customer has mentioned the need for fax services
into voicemail because their users rely on this feature of
their current Octel
250. You go into Voice Mail System Configuration and open the
Fax configuration panel.
The entire panel is grayed out and you cannot check the box
that allows configuration for fax.
Why is the fax panel grayed out?
A. The fax hardware is not installed into the Message
Application Server.
B. There is no fax mailbox password to be entered in Voice Mail
System Configuration, Security, Message Servers.
C. The MM Fax Sender service is not started.
D. The system is integrated with H.323 to an Avaya
Communication Manager 4.0.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/virtualization/hyper-v-on-wind
ows/user-guide/checkpoints
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